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Compostable plastics
Part of the answer
• UK Plastics Pact targets for 2025 include “70%
packaging effectively recycled or composted”
• Current plastic packaging collection rate ~43%;
14% sent for recycling in UK (major party
manifestos commit to stopping exports)
• Consumer plastic packaging waste ~ 1,500,000
tpa of which >400,000 is flexible packaging and
scarcely recycled
• We have 5 years to be recycling or composting
an additional ~840,000 tpa of plastic
packaging in the UK

Compostable packaging can provide
the answer to ~ 100,000 tpa with no
technical risk and in a timely manner
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Compostable plastics
They make sense

1. THE UPSIDES
•

Effectively dispose food waste
contaminated packaging

•

Improve the delivery of food
waste to AD and composting

•

Prevent food waste
contamination in recycling
stream

•

Prevent persistent plastics going

2. THE FLYING START
•

Composting infrastructure
exists and can readily
accept 100,000 tpa

•

Certified products and
capacity from producers

•

Portfolio of compostable
plastics run on existing
packaging machines

3. THE TO-DOS
•

Consistency in labelling
supported by education

•

Consistency in recycling
collections to include
separate food waste and
allowance of other
compostable materials

•

UK sorting infrastructure

improvements (?)

to soil from AD/composting
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The plastic lifecycle
Global GHG impact
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What are we
waiting for?
•

Consumers and brands are not waiting, they are voting
with their wallets

•

Bioplastic producers are seeing unprecedented demand
– this is a clear direction of travel in many countries

•

Significant opportunity for UK to leverage world-leading
science into clean growth and exportable technology

•

Compostable plastics are bio-based (30% to 95%) and
present a way forward to help address the climate change
challenge we face

•

Additional infrastructure requirements are low and lowrisk, though there is work to do to address identification,
collection and sorting

•

Significant benefits in food waste collection and soil
health to gain

Compostable packaging
can address ~100,000
tonnes of the UK’s plastic
waste by 2025.
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Thank you
Learn more about the science at
www.thinkbioplastic.com
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